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Warranty Registration

Powering On and Off

Your CODA POP speaker comes with a
one-year manufacturer’s warranty. In order to
activate the warranty, you must register your CODA
POP as well as keep your purchase receipt. If you
purchased your CODA POP from ZAGG.com,
ZAGG® has already registered it and has a copy of
your proof of purchase. iFrogz® is a ZAGG® Inc brand.

To turn your CODA POP on, simply slide the
selector switch on the bottom to Bluetooth® or
AUX.

NEED MORE HELP? PLEASE SEE OUR
FAQ SECTION AT: www.ZAGG.com/faq

SPEAKER
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If you choose Bluetooth, the LED light will show red, then, as the
CODA POP powers up, you will hear the pop tab sound
indicating it is ready to pair. The LED light will also begin
alternating between red and blue.
To turn your CODA POP off from Bluetooth
mode, simply slide the selector switch to
OFF. The CODA POP will power down
with a refreshing fizz tone.
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If you choose to turn on
your CODA POP using the AUX
option, no tone will sound. Simply
plug your 3.5mm cable into the speaker
and your music device, slide the selector switch
to AUX, and then begin enjoying your music.
To turn your CODA POP off from AUX mode, simply
slide the selector switch to OFF. No tone will sound.

Pairing Your CODA POP
Pairing your CODA POP with your music device is
quick and easy. It should only need to be paired once
using the following directions. If the connection
between the CODA POP and your device
is ever lost, simply repeat
these steps.
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1. Make sure your device’s

Bluetooth® connection is enabled.
You can do this on many devices by
accessing the SETTINGS menu then
choosing GENERAL BLUETOOTH® ON.

2. Turn your CODA POP on by sliding the

selector switch to the Bluetooth® option. Wait for
the pop tab sound that indicates it is ready to pair.

3. Your music device will show “CODA POP” as an
available device. Select this option to begin pairing.

4. When the CODA POP is paired with your
device, the LED light will flash blue periodically.

5. Enjoy the refreshing sounds
of your music.

Listening Via AUX
To enjoy the powerful sounds of your CODA POP
using the AUX mode, simply follow these steps:

1. Plug a 3.5mm cable into the AUX port.
2. Connect your music device by using the other end
of the 3.5mm cable (or AUX cable).

3. Slide the selector switch to AUX.
4. Make sure both ends of the 3.5mm
cable are seated properly and begin
playing your music from your device.

5. Enjoy.
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Switching Between
Bluetooth® and AUX Modes
If you are enjoying your CODA POP in Bluetooth®
mode and want to switch to AUX, you must first
power the CODA POP down completely and wait for
the power down tone to sound. Only after the power
down tone has sounded can you then switch to AUX
mode and begin enjoying your music via a 3.5mm cable.
If you wish to switch from AUX to Bluetooth®, you can
simply slide the selector switch to Bluetooth®
and pair the CODA POP to your music
device. You do not need to wait for it to
power down.
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Charging Your Coda Pop
Your CODA POP comes with a battery that
packs a punch and can keep your music flowing until
the party’s over. When you do need to charge it,
simply follow these steps:
1. Plug the included power cord into the CODA
POP’s DC jack.
2. Plug the USB end of the included charging
cable into the charging device you prefer (ZAGG
Sparq, your computer, a wall outlet converter, etc.).
3. While your CODA POP is charging, the
LED light will be red.
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4. When charging is
complete the LED light will
turn blue. It typically takes 2-3 hours for
the CODA POP to charge fully.
5. When fully charged, your CODA POP speaker
provides 2-3 hours of continuous music.

Conference Calls
Your CODA POP also allows you to take calls
hands-free. Its built-in microphone transmits your
voice cleanly while the Coda Pop speaker projects
their voice crisply and clearly. To take a call on
your CODA POP, follow these steps:
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1. Restart your music device.
2. Turn your CODA POP off and back on.
You should see the LED light illuminate, if not,
charge your CODA POP. Note: If you are powering
off from Bluetooth® mode, make sure you hear the
power down tone. If you don’t hear it, charge your CODA
POP.
3. After charging, turn your CODA POP on. If the LED
light still does not illuminate, and your speaker doesn’t
operate correctly, please contact ZAGG’s customer support.
4. Forget and re-pair your CODA POP. On your
device select: SETTINGS GENERAL
BLUETOOTH ON.
If you see “CODA POP” listed as an
available device, select it and
choose to have
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your device forget the
speaker.
5. Re-pair your CODA POP with your device by
sliding the selector switch to Bluetooth®.
6. Your music device should display “CODA POP” as an
available device. Select it.

BACK
To reach a trained customer service
representative, please use one of the following:
• ZAGG.com/support/contact.php
• questions@zagg.com
• 1-800-700-ZAGG [9244]
• 00-1-801-839-3906 for international customers

7. If your music device gives you an error message, repeat the
pairing process*.
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If you continually receive the same error message during pairing,
or the above steps don’t work, please contact ZAGG’s customer
support for assistance.

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules.
Operation is subject to the following two conditions:

For more help please see our FAQ at:
www.ZAGG.com/faq

1. This device may not cause harmful interference, and
2. This device must accept any interference
received, including interference that may
cause undesired operation.

